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PHYSICS 

A Possible Restriction on CP-Noninvariance 
in K0 -Decay 

THE generally accepted interpretation-which is the only 
remaining explanation within tho framework of quantum 
meehanies--of the observed K~->- 27t decays1 •2 is that this 
is a manifestation of some OP-noninvariant interaction. 
Despite a large variety of suggestions as to the nature of 
the OP-noninvariant interaction, there has so far been 
no clear indication of OP-noninvariance in any other 
process and we still remain ignorant of the origin or 
nature of the interaction responsible for K~-+27t decays. 
A phenomenological analysis of K0~21t decays has been 
given by Wu and Yang3 , but experiments carried out so 
far do not permit a unique determination of the relevant 
parameters. In the absence of a basic theory, it may be 
of interest to consider a simplifying assumption, which 
doos not conflict with any known result, which fixes the 
parameters for K~-+27t decay. 

The condition which we wish to discuss is" 

< K~ I K~ > = 0 ( 1) 

\\·here K~ and K~ are the linear superpositions of K " and 
J{o states which arc characterized by 11 purely exponential 
time-dependence in the vVeisskopf-Wigncr approximation. 
Assuming TOP-invariance, they are given by6 

K~ = (l + [1·[2)-''2 (Ko + rKo) 

I(~ = (1 + frf2)-ll2 (I(o _ rKo) 
(2) 

·where r is in. general a complex constunt determined by 

t he dynamics of the K o - K 0 complex. From relations 
(2), we see that the condition (1) is equivalent to 

[r[ 2 = I (3) 

From the disparity of ](~ and K~ lifetimes, Lee, 
Oehme and Yang5 could conclude that lrl could not differ 
appreciably from unity. Taking 1m2 - md = 0·5 .. ,-',th e 
restriction that an arbitrarily chosen neutral kaon beam 
can only decay with time yields the inequalities 0·95 < lrl 
< 1·05. As is evident from (2}, the phase ofr dope; ds on the 

choice of relative phase of K 0 and J[o states. We adopt 
the choice of Wu and Yang3 which makes the amplitudes 

for IC and .i{o to decay to the I = 0 1t1t ~cattering eigen
stuto purely real. A limit on both the magnitude and 
phase of r can be obtained from a knowledge of the 
1·elative 27t decay rates of K~ and K~. Using the formulae 
and notation of Wu and Yang, it can be ::;hown quite 
generally that• 

1(1- r)/(1 + r)l ~2-112 p 1 i 2 (2112pll2- 1)-'[2!'1)+-1 + 
2"'P-112 I'I)ool] (4) 

where p is the branching ratio p = r(K~-+7t+7t-)(r(K~-+ 
1t

0
1t

0
) . Even the rough limits which could be imposed on 

l'lloo I from knowledge of the ]{~ lifetime and the partial 
rate:; for other decay modes beside 7t"7t 0 sufficed to 
determine that r is close to unity both in modulus-· 
consistent with condition (3)-and phase (with the Wu-· 
Yang phase convention). Recent measurements• of the 
K~->-7t0 7t0 rate, which yield l'llool, reinforce the conclu
:;ion'. The condition (3) then requires that tho small 
parameter e; = 1 - r be purely imaginary, 

Re e: = 0 (5) 

If we assume, in accordance with the !'!.I = ! rule, that 
the I = 2 amplitudes are small cornp:ued with those for 
l = 0, we have the approximate relations• 

'll+- = He:+ e:'J 
'/)oo = }[e: - 2e;'J 

(6a) 

(6b) 

where e;' is a parameter describing the 0 P-violation in tho 
I = 2 amplitude relative to the 1 = 0 amplitude. From 
relatior~s (6a) and (6b), we see that relation (5) requires 

Re '/)oo = -2 Re '/)+ = -2 l'll t I cos cp,. (7) 
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where 'P+- is the phase of 'll+- · Equation (7) cannot be 
satisfied unless 

l'llool ~ 2 IRe 'll+-1 = 2 I'll+- I Ieos 'P+-1 (8) 
According to Rubbia and Steinberger•, the best estimate 
for 'P+- is 'P+- 0·60 ± 0·23 radians. Equation (8) then 
requires 

\'l)oo[ ~ (3·2 ± 0·6) . 10- 3 (9) 

using the value I'll+- I = (1·94 ± 0·09). 10-3 quoted by 
Cronin et al.". The condition (9) requires the presence of 
appreciable I = 2 amplitude::; in K~ -> 27t decay. 
because pure I = 0 would give l'llool = I'll+- I· The likeli
hood that relation (3) could only be satisfied by an 
appreciable departure from the D.I = ! rule in ]( ~ -+ 
27t d ecay was previously noted by Bowen•. 

According to equation (7), for a given 'll+-• the mag
nitude of 'lloo fixes its phase (within a two-fold ambiguity), 

cos cp 00 = -2 (Re 'll+-)f l'llool 
cp 00 = 7t ± cos-1 [2 (Re 'IJ+- )fl'llooiJ (10) 

A measurement of the phase of 'l)oo is therefore of great 
interest as a test of the hypothesis (1). Taking the valnP 
of ['llool from Cronin et al., l"lool = (4·9 ± 0·5) . 10~•, we 
obtain the estimates, 

cos cp 00 = - (0·65 ± 0·20) 
17t- 'Pool = 0·86 ± 0·30 radians (11} 

The condition (1) has several other interesting conse
quences. The decay curve of any neutral kaon beam 
becomes simply the sum of two exponentials; further
more, there is no charge-asymmetry in leptonic decays of 
](~, independent of the AS = D.Q rulc5 • If the D.S = !;,.Q 
rule holds, the time d ependent charge-asymmetry in 
leptouie decays from a beam which is initially pure K 0 

is required to be exactly tho opposite to that from a 

K 0 beam. Also, the asymptotic decay rate into any 
particular channel becomes exactly the same whether we 

start with initial K o or K 0 beams. 
The significance of the restriction (1) is probably much 

deeper. Because such a condition scarcely occurs by 
accident, confirmation of hypothesis ( 1) would strongly 
!;Uggest the existence of some hitherto unknown sym
m etry operation, of which I(~ and ]{~ are distinct eigen
states. The possibility that there might be such a guiding 
principle beneath the apparent confusion created by the 
discovery of OP-nonconservation makes a test of the 
explicit prediction (10) extremely desirable. 
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Characteristics of Fibre Friction 
AMONTONs's classical law of friction, as explained by the 
cohesion theory, accounts satisfactorily for most eases of 
metallic friction. For non-metallic materials, however, 
and in particular the elastic solid field of polymeric mono
filaments and natural fibrous mat(Jrials, many exceptions 
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